
OAM Middle East Limited

Creating a safe and secure environment rather than just security
management within an unsafe and insecure environment

World-class management delivering quality security and support services in the Middle East, Asia and Africa.
Our service footprint is based on country service platforms, able to combine local expertise with a finely tuned
understanding of international client needs to provide relevant, responsive and effective:

Executive & Personnel
Protection

Resolution Services &
Conflict Management 

T: +971 4 346 4600
E: info@oamme.com
W: www.oamme.com

OAM (Middle East)
FOR THE ROAD AHEAD

What do we do?

Risk Analysis &
Investigative Services

Infrastructure &
Asset Protection

Success in the most demanding operational environments:
    – Established numerous mining projects in Africa and Indonesia for Multinational companies.
    – Secured Iraqi reconstruction companies and facilities for the world’s leading civil engineering & aid organisations.
    – Deep knowledge of Community liaison and conflict resolution in the West Africa.

Where do we do it?

The OAMME Approach: Plan, Prepare, Protect.
Every client has a different risk profile and each job starts with a careful planning and analysis phase. We identify the
threats, risks and vulnerabilities of the client in the chosen environment from which the optimal size composition and
approach of the protective capability is determined.

Once the risk has been analysed and the team composition determined, the necessary personnel and equipment will
be organized for the task..

Team operations are highly variable depending on the individual requirements of the client.  Some clients require only
a single protection specialist. Others may require 16 or more.  Some situations may require armed specialists;
others may make this approach inappropriate.  

OAMME personnel have the capability to maintain liaison with the necessary government military, police and security
personnel to insure the necessary cooperation and coordination of any host nation personnel. To this end, in some
countries, specially qualified local personnel, often members of the national security services will serve in an
ancillary role, providing the necessary local knowledge and language skills.

How do we do it?


